
Casio watches for everyone.

Swipe to our complete selection of watches'e

G -SHOCK
watch
Tough, rugged
Illuminator loaded
with features. Water-
resistant up to 200 meters. Countdown timer
alarm, 1/100th-second stopwatch. Scratch and
shock resistant, mineral glass cover.
63-5240 64.99

RSSP

Rugged
marine
watch
One-way rotating
bezel. 3 -hand
analog with quartz
precision. Water-
resistant to 100 meters. One-way rotating bezel
acts as a very convenient stopwatch (up to 60
minutes). Date display. Tough mineral -crystal
face. RSSP 63-5286 49.99

Men's
watch
with
Illuminator
auto -light
1/10th-second
countdown alarm.
1/100th-second
stopwatch. Dual time
mode-keeps track of time in another zone.
Daily alarm, hourly time signal.
63-5298 21.99

:
Swipe

NEW
Ladies'
quartz
watch
Stunning calk
blue face. 3 -hand
analog with quartz
precision. Water-resistant to 100 meters.
Rotating bezel. Date display.
63-5304 49.99

RSSP

Choose from a 30 -watch assortment!

CASI08

TVNCR
remote
watch
Control your TV,
VCR and cable box right from your wrist!
Stopwatch. Daily alarm, hourly chime.
63-5228 59.99

RSSP

NEW Men's
formal
quartz
A very nice watch for the
price! Finely detailed,
one-way rotating bezel
and oil -black face.
3 -hand analog with quartz precision. Water-
resistant to 100 meters. Date display.
Rugged mineral -crystal face.
63-5301 49.99

RSSP

Basic
illuminated
timekeeper
Keep it simple-Dig LCD
shows time and date.
Hourly/daily alarm and stopwatch. Water-
resistant to 50 meters.
63-5250 21.99

Ladies'
two-tone
quartz
watch
3 nano analog with
quartz precision.
Water-resistant to 100 meters. One-way
rotating bezel. Mineral crystal face
63-5287 49.99

150 -
memory
data bank
watch
Organizes your
information. Stores
and recalls up
to 150 phone
numbers/memos
at the touch of a button. With calculator, data
memory protection. Illuminated. Stopwatch,
dual time modes. 63-5266 59.99RSSP

Men's
analog/
digital sport
watch
Tough and rugged
Illuminator loaded with
features. Water-resistant
up to 100 meters.
Display time in both analog and digital.
Or, show day/month or 1/100th-second
stopwatch on digital d1a. Daily alarm,
countdown timer alarm
63-5302 47.99
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Analog
watch
Elegant watch
is designed for everyday use. Water-resistant,
sweep second hand.
63-5206 17.99

Ladies' watches

RSSP

Ladies'
quartz
with
Illuminator
backlight
Casual, elegant 3 -
hand analog. Lights at the touch of a button.
Water-resistant to 50 metes
63-5295 29.99

Men's
2 -tone
quartz
watch
Handsome three -
hand analog with
2 -digit day display.
Water-resistant to 100 meters. Rotating tir
bezel. Tough mineral -crystal face.1:4---4
63-5290 54!

Analog/
digital
Illuminator
watch
Features 3 -hand analog with LCD displa
that shows month and day. Wate--resistar
to 100 meters. 1/100th-second stopwatch.

63-5293 25.9!RSSP

Digital
watch
Large LCD aisplay.
Stopwatch, daily
alarm and auto calendar
wa:er- resistant.
63-5205 17.95

Luminous face

Ladies'
Illuminator
sport
watch
Push button ana
display illuminates
in a green light.
1/100th-second stopwatch. Water-resistant o
50 meters. Alarm. Shows day name and da
number. 63-5275 21.9f

Watch stopped? Come in today and let our knowledgeable sales staff help you find the right battery!


